Introduction
In a recent lecture, the linguist/philosopher Noam Chomsky posed the question: "Properly speaking, is music a language?" (Chomsky: 1979). He spoke to the question immediately after posing it: it all depends on one's definitions, and ultimately it is an unnecessary question; one shouldn't be diverted by it. I take this as the starting point of this essay; being not too concerned as to whether "music is a language" I would like to rather pose several more concrete questions about the application of linguistic concepts to music studies, and in the writings to follow try to find answers by surveying the literature. Can techniques from linguistics be usefully applied to the study of music? More specifically, can the use of grammar representations be effective in describing and specifying music structures? Are grammars intrinsically normative, i.e., are they fit only to describe traditional music? Lastly, what are the implications of the representation of music as a grammar?
The idea of viewing music in terms of a "musical grammar" is not new. However, recent years have seen a resurgence of this perspective. Analogously, a score can be seen as an example of a particular language, i.e., as a set of semiotic expressions conforming to a specific music grammar which is inferred by the score.
Iconic, Symbolic, and Score Representations
For the purpose of this discussion, it is useful to establish certain working definitions and clarify certain concepts. First, it is necessary to distinguish between "iconic" (or "analog") and "symbolic" representations. As stated in (Sebeok: 1975, p. 242): "A sign is said to be iconic when there is a topological similarity between the signifier (the sign) and its denotata (ie., what it represents)." (My parenthetical remarks, C.R.) An example of such an iconic or analog representation is a sequence of numbers stored in a computer memory which correspond in value to the shape of an acoustic signal. In computer music, a common form of iconic or analog information is typically raw, uninterpreted data usually obtained by applying a transducer to the physical manifestation of sound. In this case, the patterns of the numbers mirror the patterns of the waveforms.
In contrast to iconic signs, the more formal "symbols" can be defined as follows: "A sign without either similarity or continguity but with only a conventional link between its signifier and denotata ... is called a symbol." (Sebeok: 1975, p.247). Symbols are most often combined into formal languages. The symbols and their syntactic arrangement have functional meaning within the language, enabling them to be interpreted. Such symbols do not usually mirror the surface structure of a composition, rather, they represent the "background" interrelations (or "deep structure"). An example of a symbolic notation for traditional music can be found in the language of chords and chord sequences, e.g., "V -I -VI -II7 -VII6 -III - 16" or in the labeling of movements, e.g., "AbbaA."
Standing between the iconic and the symbolic are most scores, which are intermediate representations. Graphic scores and tablature tend to be more iconic, while traditional stave notation contains more formal elements such as note heads and stems, dynamic terms (ppp, pp, mp, etc.), accidentals, and the like. In both cases, there is typically room for performance and analysis interpretation, wherein the background or macrostructure, only inferred by the score, is articulated, or explicated.
A grammar representation of music is a symbolic representation. A grammar usually represents a generic class of compositions. Specific compositions can be represented in terms of a grammar by means of a list of grammatical production rules, or by means of a "parse tree" which graphically depicts the syntactic structure of a composition. At the highest level, a composition is represented by a single symbol, e.g., I called the "root token" from which other tokens representing successive sub-units of a composition emerge. "Token" is the term used to denote a symbol in a grammar or parse tree. These formations of tokens can be described by means of concepts and notation developed in formal language theory. A variety of tools exist which can be adapted for various musical purposes.
Limits and Powers of a Grammar Approach
One of the limits of a grammar approach is implied in the distinction made earlier between iconic and symbolic representation systems. Before a sound signal can be represented symbolically, it must be transformed from a continuous domain into the discrete, symbolic domain. As Saussure noted long ago, this discretization is not given in nature. In a computer-aided sound analysis system, considerable signal-processing will be necessary to obtain the pertinent data necessary to transform musical sound from the low-level acoustic domain through the intermediate level of score representation and finally into a high-level, symbolic notation (cf. Moorer: 1975). For compositional uses, this situation is slightly less restrictive, in that composers can coordinate symbolic and sonic representations by working in each domain separately and mapping the symbolic to the sonic. In this case it makes sense to treat the sonic domain as being composed of discrete "sonic objects" (the "objects sonores" of Schaeffer: 1966). Naturally, objects can be linked and blended for a continuous musical flow. As is the case in any representation system, the use of grammars relies on certain biases; the notation system for formal grammars is very useful for representing multi-leveled macrostructures where broad macro-sections encapsule substrata consisting of sound objects on the lowest level. Clearly the musical scope of such a representation system is very broad. However, while it may be "theoretically possible" to generate "any" structure with any one system, there is always a sharp pragmatic distinction between what can be done easily and what is difficult to do -between what can be done with some elegance and what requires ad hoc patchwork to be accomplished. Of course, to be of any use, the grammar model itself must embody a certain explanatory strength (for purposes of analysis) or expressive power (for purposes of composition), i.e., a weak or trivial grammar model of a composition is probably less effective than a strong, nongrammar model.
One last limitation of a grammar representation is that it is purely structural (as described here). Other facets of compositions, such as sociological content, etc., are left open.
Nevertheless, some words about the power and scope of a grammar representation are in order. There is a very broad range of music which can be described naturally using grammars. Theorists have constructed grammars for describing Bach Chorales as well as musique concrete. Any music which can be partitioned can be described by a grammar. With particular reference to computer music, any composition which uses editing, be it of files or tape, can be represented by a grammar. Furthermore, a great deal of study has already gone into the properties of abstract grammars; their features are well understood. A rich collection of software tools has developed around these grammars through computer science, including parsers, compilers, reverse-compilers, and compiler-compilers, or parser generators.
Lastly, it should be evident that grammars provide a unified, multi-leveled, generative model. Parse trees have already proven useful in describing known compositions, and grammars may be used to test both analytical and compositional hypotheses.
Introductory Notes on Formal Grammars
For brevity, only the most general properties of grammars will be cited here; more tutorial information on formal grammars is readily available. Either (Salomaa: 1973) Grammars called type 2 or context-free have turned out to be very useful with regards to natural and programming languages, primarily due to their relative ease of handling. Specifically, while a type 1 grammar allows strings on both sides of a production, a type 2 grammar expands only one non-terminal token (on the left-side of a production rule) at a time. Thus, production complexity is a simple linear function of the number of non-terminals in a derivation. The power of a type 2 grammars for music lies in their ability to represent multi-leveled syntactic formations, since any nonterminal (representing a macrostructural category like motive, phrase, sentence, section, or movement, and the like) may generate a string of tokens at a lower level. The ability of type 2 grammars to generate strings of tokens (which might represent a phrase, or phrases) in any one production makes them more elegant from a representational viewpoint than type 3 or finite-state grammars. However, the strongest power of a context-free grammar over a finite-state grammar results from production rules of the form: A -, a A 3 , where A is a non-terminal, and a and # are members of V. Rules of this form are called self-embedding; in music, they result in nested-motivic formations. It is precisely this issue which convinced Chomskv that type 3 grammars (such as Markov chains) were too weak to handle phrase-structured languages (Chomsky: 1957).
A type 3 or finite-state grammar is characterized by the restriction that no more than one non-terminal token may appear on each side of any production rule. A type 3 grammar with production rules of the form: A -* a or A -aB, where a is a terminal and A and B are non -terminals, is called a right-linear grammar, since the non-terminal B appears in the rightmost place in the rule. The ability of a type 3 grammar to represent any kind of intricate, multileveled tree structure (such as the macrostructure of a music composition) is extremely limited, because of the restriction concerning one non-terminal on the right-side of a production rule. A representation for music should at least have the power to handle nested phrases and motives, constructions which are technically excluded from type 3 grammars. Chomsky has characterized Markov processses as a type 3 grammar. ( Chomsky: 1957 ( Chomsky: , 1963 ) and has pointed out their inability to handle phrase structure. This has nothing to do with the issue of a stochastic process versus a deterministic process per se. In fact, a type 2 grammar may be made stochastic. The issue is rather in the form of the production rules, where a Markov system is limited to a linear, step-by-step production process whereas a type 2 production can generate a complete phrase (string of non-terminals) at once. In conclusion there seems to be no reason for limiting a music representation system merely to type 3 grammars.
The classical transformation grammar was proposed by Chomsky to describe the structure of natural languages like English. The grammar is tripartite, comprised of three components: (1) a phrase-structure grammar which generates abstract kernel sentences (2) a set of transformation rules which map kernel sentences into English sentences (3) morphophonetic rules which map English sentences into streams of phonemes (spoken sequences). Chomsky's reasons for adopting a mediating level between phrase-structure and morphophonetics stem from certain complexities associated with handling certain natural language constuctions such as activepassive verb relations, auxiliary verbs, and the like. No clear musical analogy between these natural language constructs and music constructs exists. Thus there is little justification for importing an obligatory transformation level (which would modify the effect of the production rules) into a music grammar. However, the process of morphophonetics -the process of interpreting abstract tokens into the lexicon of soundsdoes have a pertinent musical analogy. This corresponds to the musical process of orchestration. To distinguish its technical meaning in the context of grammar systems, the term lexical mapping is useful. It is debatable whether the operations which comprise the lexical mapping could be characterized properly as "transformations" in Chomsky's technical sense of the term, and this debate is beyond the scope of this paper.
The last form of grammar discussed here is the regulated grammar. A regulated grammar typically involves a contextfree (type 2) grammar controlled by procedures which determine not the form of the production rules but rather at which point they are to be applied. Through the use of control procedures or a control language the generative capacity of a context -free grammar can be greatly increased. A variety of regulated grammar systems have been devised and are discussed in (Salomaa: 1973) . A design of a composing language incorporating control procedures as well as a lexical mapping system regulated by a control language is discussed in (Roads: 1978). Specifically, control systems over a grammar can be straightforward and useful ways of handling such specialcases as productions with several alternatives (a control procedure may be invoked to resolve the ambiguity) or recursive productions (a control procedure may be invoked which controls when to stop the recursion). Another device besides control procedures is available. A control language works by assigning a label to each production rule. The control language is said to function over the grammar. It contains expressions which are simply sequences of labels that determine what production rules are valid at any stage in the parsing process. It make sense to apply a control language only to a contextfree grammar (type 2), since the generative capacity of a type i regulated grammar is the same as that of type i unregulated grammars for i * 2.
A Survey of Grammars Applied to Music Studies
In this section, we enter into the main part of the essay: a survey of the use of grammars to represent music structures. In recent years an increasing number of antecedents to support the idea of applying linguistic techniques to the study of music have been put forth. In the text to follow, the work of Ruwet, Nattiez, Laske, Smoliar, Winograd, Moorer, Jackendoff and Lerdahl, and others will be briefly synopsized. One of the most useful concepts of Laske's earlier studies is the notion of sonology, a generalization of the linguist's phonology, which is said to "express the relationship between the syntactic structure of a music and its physical representation in so far as this relationship is determined by grammatical rules" (Laske: 1975, section 1, p. 31) . The issues involved in sonology are vital to composition, as well as analysis of more timbrally -complex works, since they touch upon systems of orchestration (or lexical mapping) and psychoacoustics.
Ruwet
In his later essays, Laske uses the notion of a grammar particularly as a model for musical task strategies, i.e., the order of tasks is modeled as a list of production rules which define their sequence. In particular, Laske has adopted the use of "programmed grammars" (a form of regulated grammar) which specify the order in which task-production rules are to be applied. As his most recent writing demonstrates (Laske: 1977), (Laske: 1978), he has retained a grammar conception of musical structure (as multiple layers of musical phrases linked by production rules) but he has incorporated this interest in music structures into cognitive musicology, which associates the music structures to the behaviour which produced them. -free (type 2) and finite-state (type 3) grammars  and finds them lacking. In particular, they both show a lack of  context-sensitive features needed for describing certain music structures. Specifically, finite -state Markov chains of highorder (eighth-order) produce mechanical sequences of "spliced" whole phrases, and low-order Markov chains generate sequences which meander aimlessly, while a BNF (context-free) notation is shown to be lacking in contextsensitive subtlety. Next, he suggests that heuristics may be added to these systems to augment their power. A model is then demonstrated, consisting of Markov-type algorithms extended by selection heuristics. Elsewhere in the paper, he suggests that a context-free grammar may be augmented with "transformational" procedures, thereby enhancing its contextsensitivity.
Winograd
Terry Winograd is presently best known for his work in the field of artificial intelligence on natural language understanding systems. In (Winograd: 1968) he describes a computer program which analyzes the harmonic structures of various tonal compositions. The program utilizes a "systemic grammar" in which syntax and semantics are closely related. In particular, semantic routines are used to guide the syntactic parsing. While a comprehensive treatment of music semantics is beyond the scope of this paper, the notion of semantics as used by Winograd is, briefly, the functional harmonic description of a piece of tonal music. Winograd's program first does a preliminary syntactic analysis of a music fragment which eliminates its context-sensitive features, a technique used in some compilers. This preliminary phase also includes processing which reduces the number of paths in the parsing. The program carries out some initial parsing, and assigns a degree of "meaningfulness" (in terms of the aforementioned notion of semantics) to any possible parsing. In this way, parsing paths that are grammatical with respect to the codified harmony but not very meaningful are eliminated.
The program was applied to selections from Schubert (Opus 33, No. 7) and Bach (Chorales 12 and 57) and the results are convincing. Winograd saw his system as a general model for semantically -directed parsing.
The principle of using syntactic parsing as a first analysis and calling semantic routines when consultation is required was carried over into Winograd's natural language understanding system SHRDLU. Semantic knowledge in this system could be broken down into two components: one, a data base of facts and assertions, and two, a set of procedures for deducing things about what is understood. Hence, "understanding" is active (Winograd: 1973). The SHRDLU system had the capacity to "learn" from its environment, both from externally-fed and internally-deduced information. One of the many notable technical aspects of Winograd's work is the expanded notion of grammar, as more than simply a list of production rules.
Lerdahl and Jackendoff
Lerdahl and Jackendoff have presented a new music analysis methodology which derives much meta-theoretical inspiration from Chomsky, while not importing exactly linguistic models to music (Lerdahl and Jackendoff: 1977). Their generative model is a theory specifically of tonal music, with implications for other musics and for musical cognition in general. Their model uses four types of analysis to derive layers of musical organization in pitch and metrical structure, the only two domains of organization discussed. While not asserting that all music is at all times organized on multiple levels, they concentrate on hierarchical aspects. The rules which assign structural descriptions are of three types: wellformedness rules which assign possible (tree) structures; two, preference rules which select more coherent and compelling structural descriptions from possible ones; and three, transformational rules which are needed to describe certain special cases such as elisions. These "transformational rules" are not meant to be exactly equivalent to their linguistic counterparts. While they introduce the notion of transformations into their description system, they admit that then "the problem is to constrain admissible transformations" since any phrase may be characterized as a transformation of any other. They also suggest that in Chomskian linguistics the role of transformations has been somewhat weakened in favor of an enriched phrase structure grammar. They then present examples of their analysis technique, and show how it differs from Schenker's, which they find too inexplicit. The use of the term "deep structure" is debated in connection with the notion of "archetypal music forms." While dismissing the normative connotations of "archetypes" they suggest that they may be a way of classifying perceived "regularities" or "congruencies" in phrase structures, particularly for tonal music, which may in turn suggest how music is processed by listeners.
Roads
The subject of (Roads: 1978) is the exploration of the notion of using "composing grammars" as a means of composing music structures. The paper briefly surveys some applications of grammars to music, and introduces some conceptual and notational tools from formal language theory which are adopted in order to describe the structural properties of various grammars. A graphic notation form for presenting formal grammars as tree structures is developed in parallel with a symbolic metalanguage for specifying grammars. A design for a composing language (COTREE) which references a composer-supplied grammar is detailed. Both the grammar specification language (TREE) and the composing language (COTREE) make use of context-free rewriting rules which can be augmented by control procedures. A syntax for control procedures is provided. Some computer programs useful for compiling composing grammars and realizing expressions in COTREE are discussed. A study of the semantics of compositions produced by grammars is presented. The process of mapping an abstract syntactic form into a lexicon of sound objects (i.e., lexical mapping) is discussed in some detail, as is the related notion of sonology. An example of a composing grammar is given.
Other Studies
A number of other studies involving grammars have been undertaken. Among these is the paper of Lindblom and Sundberg in which the generative grammar approach is applied to the study of simple melodies (Lindblom and Sundberg: 1970). The methodological approach of this paper is probably of more general interest than are the specific results. Ulrich has described a system for analyzing the chords and their functions in harmonic jazz compositions, with the goal of modeling a form of jazz improvisation (viz. harmonic rhapsodizing) (Ulrich: 1977. While this system uses a chord grammar for identifying chords, different kinds of comparison procedures are used to identify key centers, and a functional analysis of the chords involves a table -lookup process.
In a separate musical context, there have been several other instances of grammatical models embedded in composing languages for computer music. One of the earlier grammatical constructions was implicitly embedded in Leland Smith's SCORE language, in that a motive specification facility in effect defined a context-free production. Transformations such as rhythmic offsets and retrogression could be applied to the motives (Smith: 1972, 1973 ). Buxton's hierarchical data structures (Buxton: 1978) allow a composer to work with what is essentially a parse tree of a composition. The composer may work at any level of the tree (represented as a complex linked-list) to define an abstract syntactic structure which is mapped to a lexicon of sound objects in a separate phase of composition.
Conclusions
To answer the questions posed at the beginning of this essay, it appears that linguistic techniques of segmentation, parsing, and the construction of production rules and multi-leveled grammar representations can be useful in music applications. The grammar form offers clarity in modeling the surface syntax and macrostructure of compositions. The range of possible grammars is quite broad, and their expressive scope is very extensive; thus there is no intrinsic technical reason why grammars should only be useful for representing traditional music. In no music is the grammar given explicitly. Older music has been most often associated with a grammar only because more was known about the conventional background structure. Nattiez's point -that grammar models for original composition built on models of extant compositions will be useless -is well taken. As Nattiez indicates, a new poetry is only possible with a new grammar. Examples of recent composing and control languages (e.g., Roads: 1978, Buxton: 1978, and others) demonstrate how the specification of original and innovative composing grammars or parse trees may become increasingly available as a compositional technique. In such a technique, maximum flexibility is achieved by logically separating the syntactic specification (for building a grammar for a set of scores or a parse tree for a particular score) from the sonic specification (the lexical mapping or orchestration from the score to sound objects).
Throughout this paper, the term "deep structure" has been used interchangeably with "background structure" or "macrostructure." Whether this term deserves special status in a musical context is a debate beyond the scope of this paper.
It is evident that grammars and parse trees have been found to be useful formal models for representing compositional syntax. The structure of music expressions and of the grammar behind them can be modeled in a very concise manner since the primitive operation in a grammar, the production rule, is already a powerful abstraction. However, in nearly every study discussed in this paper the production rule has been shown to be insufficient by itself as a representation for music, particularly in a context-free form. Why not then simply adopt the use of context-sensitive production forms?
As explained earlier, the human problems associated with specifying context-sensitive rules coupled with the technical problems associated with parsing these grammars make them unattractive as working tools. Besides these issues, the whole notion of context-sensitivity as embodied in formal grammar theory is inadequate for music. In formal grammar theory, "context" is a sequential notion, while in music, context is both parallel and sequential. Further, much performed and improvisatory music is characterized by an "interrupt-context," i.e., in which a phrase may be interrupted and a new phrase may begin. More work on "interrupt-driven" grammars needs to be carried out in order to arrive at a useful characterization of a real-time musical context. A good model for "context" will most likely involve a rather complicated data structure. All of these notions of extended musical context lead, in a computer implementation, to an extended grammar representation, e.g., production rules augmented by embedded procedures. In any case, the notion of a grammar as simply a list of production rules is inadequate for music.
Grammars may lead beyond unified composing and analysis models and toward intelligent musical devices. An intelligent musical device will be able to convert the iconic musical signal into symbolic form, and be able to recognize for example, not only frequency, amplitude, and duration (as analog devices do today) but also larger syntactic forms such as phrases and other macrostructures as well as extra-syntactical aspects of the music. Acting from a base of programmed or even acquired grammatical knowledge, such a device will be able to listen and respond intelligently not just to sound, but to music.
Preceding all of this recent emphasis on grammars, music has long been the subject of a variety of formalizations. Ultimately, the question is not whether music conforms to the structure of formal grammars, but rather whether particular formal grammars can be designed which are useful representations of certain compositions. Grammars with embedded procedures can be powerful descriptive and expressive tools, but certainly formal languages will evolve, and in general, knowledge representations will grow more elegant.
